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a bow-tastic story!
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Hiding underneath the bow, swims Diver Thumb. He has a special curvy bump in the middle
of his body. This bump is his oxygen tank so he can survive under water. 

The trouble is, the tank  is so small it often runs out of oxygen. That's not a problem as long
as Diver Thumb remembers to regularly check his oxygen levels and reinflate his tank. 



Ahoy there Pirate Pointer! Pirate Pointer is on the lookout for treasure. Steering the bow, he
senses something lurking beneath him. He desperately hopes it's not a crocodile! 



Trying to avoid colossal splashes, the Posh
Lady Twins sit over the edge of the bow,
just dipping their toes in the water. 
The water is too cold for them to swim in,
but is perfect to cool their feet in.  



Lifeguard Pinky rarely falls off his lookout!
Perched on top of the bow gives him the
perfect view of the water. 

Nothing escapes his notice. He hasn't had
to rescue anyone yet... but he wants to be
certain that he won't miss his heroic
moment by falling asleep and falling off
his lookout!



Has anyone checked on Diver Thumb after all this time? OH NO! He has forgotten
to reinflate his oxygen tank and it is missing! 
Diver Thumb cannot breathe! Something drastic needs to happen!



Lifeguard Pinky, WAKEY WAKEY! You have fallen off your lookout and Diver Thumb needs
oxygen! There is no time to lose!  



The Posh Lady Twins are refusing to jump in the cold pool! 



Pirate Pointer freezes as he mistakenly believes Diver Thumb is a Crocodile!



Lifeguard Pinky wakes up and
takes action! He wastes no time,
curving himself back on top of his
lookout so he can see where to
throw the ring and oxygen tank!



 Diver Thumb gulps in the fresh air! That was too close for comfort he thinks...

 I must always remember to check my oxygen levels.



Lifeguard Pinky smiles to himself feeling lucky.
Next time, I'll be ready, he promises himself!







THETHETHE
END!END!END!


